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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALASDAIRHello everyone and welcome to our webinar on how to “Unlock the Hidden Value in Your Innovation Pathways”. In this webinar, we’re excited to share an overview of some of the ideas that we wrote about in our recent ebook on this topic.This webinar is the third in a series that Dave and I are producing on the topic of Innovation Performance.In our previous webinars, we introduced the idea of the Innovation System, and we have used each webinar to conduct a “deeper dive” into one component of the innovation system. Indeed, some of you joined us earlier this year for our webinars on the topic of Innovation Performance and Innovation Portfolio Management, and we shared our point of view on our systems approach to building innovation capabilities, and how portfolio management can be used as an executive tool to align strategy and resource allocation with your innovation priorities.Today, we’d like to shift our focus to another component of the innovation system. Innovation Pathways.  In this webinar, we’ll share how we think about Pathways, how they fit in with the rest of the innovation system, and some of the tools that we use when we’re asked by clients to help strengthen how they drive innovation projects through the pipeline.Now, for those of you who don’t know Innosight, we are a growth strategy consulting firm that was founded 20 years ago by our colleagues Mark Johnson and the late Harvard Business School professor, Clayton Christensen.Our mission is to empower forward thinking organizations to navigate disruptive change and own the future.My name is Alasdair Trotter and I will be your MC for this webinar. I have been part of the Innosight team since 2006, and I co-lead our Financial Services and Innovation Capabilities practices with the wonderful David Duncan, with whom I had the pleasure of co-authoring these ebooks, and who will be co-hosting the webinar with me today.Dave, would you like to introduce yourself?    [Dave introduces himself]Before we begin, let me cover a few housekeeping notes<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Housekeeping Notes

• The webinar is being recorded

• The link to the recorded webinar and to 
the presentation slides will be shared

• All participant lines have been muted

• Please submit questions using the 
“Q&A” function that appears in the 
toolbar; we will try to respond to 
relevant questions in real time

• When we have Poll questions, please 
make sure to click the “submit” button

• Feel free to comment in the Chat, and 
we will try to monitor that too…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALASDAIRREAD THE HOUSEKEEPING NOTES> (no adlib)<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Every large, successful organization 
has a legacy of great innovations…

…but many are unsure how 
to replicate this success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVE Dave speaks to this slideTransition when Dave says “here’s an example….”<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVE Dave speaks to this slide<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Solving the Paradox

We must understand 
how innovation actually
gets done today

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVE Dave speaks to this slide<Note for Dave: there is an animation which circles the “Optimized innovation pathways” quadrant as a segue from the “systems lens” to the “pathways lens”  - which is what we introduce on the next slide<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Innovation Pathways

The solution is SCALED The solution is TESTED 
and REFINED

Someone identifies a 
PROBLEM worth solving

Someone figures out a 
potential SOLUTION

The Innovation Pathway

Activities

Resources

Activities

Resources

Activities

Resources

Activities

Resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVEBefore we talking about mapping, let’s start with what we mean by an Innovation Pathway. An innovation pathway is simply the set of steps an innovation takes from initial idea to implementation. Every innovation pathway can be mapped to the four steps in this diagram.The pathway includes not just the activities that the innovation team might pursue, but also all the activities pursued by supporting functions such as HR, compliance or security as they try to help the innovation team along their journey.The pathway also includes all the mechanisms that govern how leaders interact with their innovation teams, and how they make investment and staffing decisions for a specific innovation projectInnovation Pathways represent an area where many organizations have well developed processes, tools and templates for the day-to-day decision making of an innovation team. You are all likely familiar with the extensive literature and best practices on topics such as human centered design or lean startup. However, in every organization we’ve ever worked with – we’ve continued to see suboptimal pathways emerge when leaders act in ways which are not supportive of innovation, or where the resource allocation mechanisms are ill-suited toward handling the nuances of high uncertainty, or where well-meaning functional teams stifle progress by overlaying layers of unnecessary bureaucracy. Similarly, we’ve seen impressive feats of innovation despite these challenges, as innovators have constructed their own pathways to navigate through the corporate clutter.Let’s illustrate with an example<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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The solution is 
SCALED 

The solution is 
TESTED and REFINED

Someone identifies 
a PROBLEM worth 

solving

Someone figures 
out a potential 

SOLUTION

The “Mobile Agent” Pathway Map

Resource 
Allocation

Activities

(1 month) (3 months) (7 months) (ongoing)

Innovation Pathways: The Mobile Agent

No funding required Seed funding provided 
via ad-hoc process

Funding provided by P&L 
sponsor to cover prototyping

Scale funding provided by 
P&L / corporate capital 

allocation

Developer identifies 
opportunity

Developer prototypes 
solution as a “challenge”

Formal prototyping and QA 
testing, strategic implications 
assessed, decision to launch

Marketing, Beta release to public, 
integration with existing systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVETell the story of the Mobile Agent<CLICK> In the first step, a junior developer had thought that the idea of a mobile agent would be cool, he’d shared the idea off a few colleagues, mostly because he was intrigued by the technical challenge. He figured that his boss would see it as “not part of his job”, and so he’d made the personal decision to invest his own time on the idea. <CLICK> In the next step, the junior developer build a simple prototype for his own smart phone, which replicated some of the more critical functions that the mobile agent would need to perform. However – in a moment of serendipity – the company Chairman was visiting the office, and the developer had shared his prototype with the chairman – while standing in a hallway between meetings! The chairman was so impressed with the protype – that he personally spoke to one of the business unit leaders to ensure that this project would receive funding – at which point the pathway started to follow the standard development process within the organization.<CLICK> In the final two steps of the process, the project proceeded as a formally managed project, and passed through all the standard development and funding processes through to it’s release to the market – where it has been very successful.As you can see from this example, when we dug into the actual process for how this innovation had come into existence, it turned out that a great part of the project’s success was nothing to do with any formal process, but rather -a series of ad-hoc, informal activities, and serendipitous discussions.<TRANSITION TO ALASDAIR: WHO WILL SHARE MORE ABOUT HOW INNOSIGHT THINKS ABOUT PATHWAY MAPPING><TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Step 1: Identify past projects for review

Step 2: Map your innovation pathway

Step 3: Identify your pathway patterns

Step 4: Identify the pathway-specific & systemic issues

Step 5: Design your interventions

5 Steps to map your innovation pathways

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALASDAIRWe’ve found that Pathway mapping is an incredibly helpful tool to understand how innovation really gets done inside an organization. Our ebook on the topic provides a much more in-depth look at the approach, but we thought we’d outline the steps for you all here and discuss the types of insights that pathway mapping can yield, and how they serve to guide efforts to make innovation more repeatable and systematic.There are five steps, which we’ll walk through now.<CLICK> First, we select a set of past innovation projects to review. These will form the basis for the analysis – so we’ll want a nice mix of projects that will yield the insights to help us figure out how innovation is happening today.Once we have projects selected <CLICK> we’ll map  - in rich detail – the journey that each of these projects took from inception to the end of the project.With each of our pathways mapped, <CLICK>, we’ll then start looking across each of the pathways for patterns. What can we learn about why certain innovations success and others fail?In step 4, <CLICK> we revisit the innovation system model and ask ourselves where the root causes for pathway failure lie, and then finally - <CLICK> in step 5, we can now design the appropriate interventions, and engage the appropriate stakeholders to lobby for the necessary changes.Let’s look at each of these steps in turn:<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Step 1: Identify past projects for review

Consider

• Innovation type
• Project size
• Strategic objective
• Project outcome
• Geography
• Business Unit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALASDAIROur first step is to figure out which projects to include in the analysis.This doesn’t need to be an exhaustive exercise, in fact, our experience suggests that once you have 10-15 projects to explore, you are likely to capture the majority of the systemic issues that are inhibiting innovation, or indeed – enabling it.Put another way, if you don’t see any issues emerging consistently in at least two projects out of a pool of 10 – they are probably not systemic issues.As we’re considering which projects to include, we like to include a diverse mix – so as to increase the probability that you see the wide range of potential issues. As we see issues emerge, we’ll often seek out new projects to dig into  - in order to confirm any emerging hypotheses.We’ve listed some of the more common project characteristics that we consider. Most importantly – you’ll want to make sure you consider the types of projects which are a priority for the organization, and where you’d like to see greater success in the future.For example, a large CPG firm approached us a few weeks ago with an interesting challenge. They had launched a number of innovative new products over the last year – each of which had been developed in the lab, had done well in consumer testing, but when they had launched them into the market – they had failed to achieve the growth targets that they had set. They had all sorts of hypotheses. Perhaps there testing was flawed? Perhaps there were issues with channel incentives? Maybe the Senior leaders inside the BU’s didn’t really need to see these projects succeed in order to hit their numbers? Maybe the growth numbers were wildly aspirational?As we set about exploring the appropriate set of projects to analyze, we elected to focus on just one geography, and examine 10 recent projects, 5 of which had been terminated prior to launch, 5 of which had launched, and 2 of which had achieved their growth targets. In this case – the question was fairly focused – and so we selected projects based on a narrow set of criteria.With another client, the question they had asked us was much broader. Simply put – they were keen to understand how effective their innovation system was at driving results! For that project, we had a much larger set of projects covering multiple geographies, multiple business units, projects that were focused on driving new revenue and others that were about efficiency or cost reduction. <TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Step 2: Map your innovation pathway

The solution is 
SCALED 

The solution is 
TESTED and REFINED

Someone identifies 
a PROBLEM worth 

solving

Someone figures 
out a potential 

SOLUTION

The “Mobile Agent” Pathway Map

Resource 
Allocation

Activities

• Customer job-to-be-done was 
identified by Junior Developer

• Opportunity was assessed as 
“high value” by developer

• Buy-in and validation sought 
through informal conversations 
with colleagues

• No formal resources were 
perceived to be available 
or accessible

• Developer made decision 
to allocate personal time 
(nights and weekends) to 
research & explore the 
opportunity

• Primary motivation was the 
technical challenge

• Prototype was developed 
and shared (informally) with 
friends and colleagues

• Additional validation sought 
by sharing with Chairman

• Chairman elected to 
sponsor and ensure 
resources are allocated

• Initially, no formal resources 
allocated (employee 
personal time)

• Post-intervention, $250k 
allocated (FTE costs) to 
cover ~ 3 months 
development.

• Temporary team assembled 
from existing resources 
within Developer’s team

(1 month) (3 months)

• Development and testing 
proceed according to 
existing New Product 
Development (NPD) process

• Market Assessment 
completed (retroactively)

• QA testing conducted

• $2.8M over 7 months

• Product team grows from 4 
to 11 FTEs

• Resources allocated directly 
from corporate to the 
project (vs. funded through 
the Business Unit P&L), 
through existing Quarterly 
Business Review and Global 
Capital Allocation meetings

(7 months)

• >$5M allocated to support 
marketing and continued 
product development 

• Resources allocated as part 
of existing strategic planning 
& budgeting cycle

• Marketing

• Roadmap development

(ongoing)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALASDAIROnce we’ve selected our projects, we can begin the process of mapping each pathway.This project typically involves finding 4-5 people who were involved in the project, with each of them providing a different perspective on “what really happened”. The goal here is not assign blame or credit, but to simply assemble a fact base of what happened. We ask people to share their stories of the project and ask follow-up questions to try and get to a rich level of detail until we can build up a timeline and sequence of key activities, key decisions, interactions with various groups, key milestones and so on.The picture above illustrates only a summary of a pathway map – for the mobile app pathway that Dave described earlier. Our actual pathway maps look more like excel spreadsheets, but we find it helpful to summarize each pathway in this type of format when we’re playing back our findings to clients, and using the pathway maps to illustrate key enablers or key barriers which emerge in the various stages of the pathway.When we conduct these interviews, we already have, “in our heads” the key principles that we believe constitute a good pathway. For example, everyone knows, “in theory” that a well-designed innovation process should put the customer need (or job-to-be-done in our language) at the front and center of all activities. However, despite all the innovation playbooks and innovation process documents that we’ve seen, its incredibly common to discover – when doing the pathway mapping – that teams took shortcuts, or forgot to ask the right questions of customers, or glossed over inconsistencies in what they heard in interviews. Everyone also knows, ‘in theory” that innovation teams should be hypothesis driven, and conduct in-market tests to figure out things like unit-economics before investing to scale. However, it’s rare to find teams that actually maintain this discipline, and rarer still to find leaders who ask the right questions before approving the next round of funding!Having these principles in mind as you conduct these interviews helps greatly with the rapid identification of issues, and ensure good follow-up questions.Once the interviews are complete, we usually follow up with interviews to gather documentation. People don’t always remember the details, and many innovators – being the natural optimists that they are – tend to have rose-tinted glasses on when they recall their past projects. Gathering the relevant documents that were created as the project proceeded provides a powerful lens to corroborate the stories and reinforce hypotheses about what really happened.<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Step 3: Identify your pathway patterns

Consider

• When the teams were 
successful – to what they 
attribute their success?

• When teams struggled –
what barriers did they 
point to?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALASDAIRThe third step in a pathway mapping exercise is to repeat this process for multiple innovation projects and then reflect on the patterns that emerge.For exampleAre there any patterns that suggest why projects are getting stuck?Are there any shared activities across successful projects, but which are missing from failed projects?Are there certain functional groups which despite their best intentions routinely inhibit the ability of an innovation team to move quickly?Are teams routinely failing to ask important, but “easy-to-answer” questions about an opportunity at the earliest stages of the innovation process?Ultimately, what we’re trying to develop an understanding of the existing barriers and enablers – so that we can remove the former and replicate the latter.Over the years, we’ve seen a number of interesting pathway patterns emerge – so we thought we might share a few of our favorites here…<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Symptom

New products or service 
frequently struggle to gain 
traction with customers

Potential Root Causes

• Technology or solution-bias
• Lack of customer-centric 

process / activities
• Lack of training

The Dark Pathway

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALASDAIROur first common pathway pattern is the DARK PATHWAY.This pathway often emerges in organizations that have a strong technology or engineering bias. Innovation teams tend to be solely focused on building their solution, and so they don’t invest sufficient time in understanding the customer need. As a result, they tend to push, prematurely, into solution development – and ultimately into the issue of a product that fails to gain traction with customers. Despite the years of evangelism on customer-centricity, design-thinking – this is still one of the more pervasive challenges for organizations. The difference between doing this “reasonably well” vs. doing this “very well” is often the difference between wildly successful companies and those that struggle to launch new innovations, and the importance of “shining a light” on your dark pathways cannot be overstated.That said – the Dark Pathway is one of the easier pathway patterns to address –because it can be addressed with well defined processes, good training, by placing people with the right skills in critical roles., and by ensuring that leaders role-model the appropriate behaviors to underscore the importance of customer-insights.<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Symptom

Slow progress and long 
delays in getting approvals 
and resources to proceed

Potential Root Causes

• Poor innovation governance 
• Core-biased support models

The Tollbooth Highway

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALASDAIRThe second pathway pattern that we’ll discuss is the TOLLBOOTH HIGHWAY.This pathway is most often seen in highly regulated industries – for example, financial services or healthcare, and is characterized by the inability of a team to make quick progress as they are hindered by well-intentioned corporate functions.Dave and I worked with a 70-year old regional bank earlier this year to support the launch of a new online banking venture, and the leader of the team lamented to us during the first weeks of the project that the number of people sitting on the various committees that were overseeing every aspect of his launch outnumbered the employees of the new bank 4:1 With all the internal meetings with the various risk, governance, security, and legal functions – not to speak of the voluminous email correspondence required to keep each group updated on the risky new venture, and the pages of checklists that were required in order to even talk with a customer – it was a wonder the team got anything done. However, if you take a step back and realize that the entire launch plan was a soft launch to just a few tens of customers – you can begin to appreciate that perhaps the risks that everyone thought they were protecting against, weren’t actually the risks that this venture would create exposure to – at least not during their soft-launch phase…and herein lies the rub.Large successful organizations are used to managing risk, it’s often one of the reasons they’re successful. But they’re using to managing certain types of risk, and often those risks are associated with scale businesses, where the risks are well understood and can be managed. New innovations tend to start small, but can create exposure to unknown risks, and most corporate functions just aren’t set up to be that useful to the new venture teams. They try – but their processes don’t prioritize speed, biased to assume everything is at scale, and are often blind to the nuances of new ventures.Addressing the Tollbooth Highway requires that corporate functions develop modified “slimmed-down” versions of their support models  -which prioritize speed and focus on managing the appropriate risks – in a way that actually meet the needs of the organization and the innovation teams. This doesn’t just happen, but requires strong senior sponsorship to push for the necessary changes.<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Symptom

Lack of visibility into 
progress, few internal 
stakeholders involved

Potential Root Causes

• Lack of portfolio 
management

• Poor governance

The Underground Tunnel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final pathway we’ll share in detail today is the UNDERGROUND TUNNEL.This is actually the pathway that best describes at least the early part of the journey taken by the Mobile App project that we discussed earlier. The underground tunnel is most commonly found in organizations where there is either a strong culture of autonomy or a culture in which there is a fear of failure – and that being a part of a failed project (as a sponsor, or as an innovator) might have a negative impact one’s career.For logical reasons then, the innovation teams “go underground” to limit the visibility of their project to prying eyes. If things don’t work out, well – no-one ever need know, and if things do work out, then the project can emerge from the underground tunnel and everyone can celebrate the success of the innovation champions.When we look at this pathway however - through the systems lens - we see innovators who are finding ways to succeed in spite of the system. Senior leaders have limited visibility into what’s going on.  P&L dollars are being moved around to ensure that there are always slush funds available to support underground projects, and perhaps most importantly – there are no good ways to allow great ideas to benefit from the collective wisdom, or to contribute, in turn organizational learning. Many organizations turn a blind eye to the underground tunnel, rationalizing that their autonomous leaders are empowered to make their own decisions about which projects to pursue. While this is true, our perspective is that those leaders would greatly benefit from more visibility of their projects, more alignment around where the organization should prioritize investments and greater transparency and collaboration.<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Common (dysfunctional) pathway patterns
Pathway Pattern Symptoms Root Cause

1. Dark pathway
New products or service frequently 
struggle to gain traction with 
customers

Strong solution-bias and lack of trained leaders allows teams to overfocus on 
product & testing and neglect building empathy for the customer and their 
underlying job-to-be-done

2. Silent pathway
The team seems to charge headlong 
into mistakes that were easily 
predicted by outsiders

Overconfidence bias combined with the lack of a learning-oriented 
operating model, and poorly trained leaders allows the team to execute vs. 
discover

3. Road to 
nowhere Projects get shut down the moment 

they become visible to leadership
Lack of clear innovation priorities and constraints allows projects which are 
misaligned with strategy, violate implicit “third rails”, or pursue opportunities 
which are just “too small” to proceed when they should be nipped in the bud

4. Tollbooth 
highway

Slow progress and long delays in 
getting approvals and resources to 
proceed

Poor innovation governance and core-biased support models create 
unnecessary bureaucracy and significant opportunity costs for innovation 
teams who need to move quickly

5. Paper trail Slow progress and burdensome 
meetings and material preparation

Poor innovation governance and poorly trained leaders create an 
environment where the team spends too much time on “the wrong activities” 
or those which are unlikely to create value in a discovery-focused pathway

6. Border crossing
Balls get dropped during the transition 
from one project owner, e.g. an R&D 
lab to a Business Unit

Insufficient clarity in pathway definitions and ownership combined with a 
weak link to BU strategy results in a lack of clarity around ownership, objectives 
and resourcing

7. Underground 
tunnel

Lack of visibility into progress, project 
will fail if the sponsor leaves or moves 
into a new role

Poor governance and a lack of innovation portfolio governance allows 
individual leaders to hide and fund pet projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALASDAIRThere are other common pathway patterns. We’ve touched on three of them, and you can certainly review the others in the ebook.Here we show an additional four:The Silent Pathway – along which teams fail to learn and iterate as they progressThe Road to Nowhere – where teams pursue projects for months and then have them canceled when senior leaders realize what they were actually working onThe Paper Trail – a close cousin of the tollbooth highway, along which teams spend most of their lives inside powerpoint and not outside the building, and finallyThe Border Crossing – one of the more complex pathways that projects journey through as they struggle with the transition from the laboratory into the business unit<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Poll: Which pathway patterns have you experienced?
Pathway Pattern Symptoms Root Cause

1. Dark pathway
New products or service frequently 
struggle to gain traction with 
customers

Strong solution-bias and lack of trained leaders allows teams to overfocus on 
product & testing and neglect building empathy for the customer and their 
underlying job-to-be-done

2. Silent pathway
The team seems to charge headlong 
into mistakes that were easily 
predicted by outsiders

Overconfidence bias combined with the lack of a learning-oriented 
operating model, and poorly trained leaders allows the team to execute vs. 
discover

3. Road to 
nowhere Projects get shut down the moment 

they become visible to leadership
Lack of clear innovation priorities and constraints allows projects which are 
misaligned with strategy, violate implicit “third rails”, or pursue opportunities 
which are just “too small” to proceed when they should be nipped in the bud

4. Tollbooth 
highway

Slow progress and long delays in 
getting approvals and resources to 
proceed

Poor innovation governance and core-biased support models create 
unnecessary bureaucracy and significant opportunity costs for innovation 
teams who need to move quickly

5. Paper trail Slow progress and burdensome 
meetings and material preparation

Poor innovation governance and poorly trained leaders create an 
environment where the team spends too much time on “the wrong activities” 
or those which are unlikely to create value in a discovery-focused pathway

6. Border crossing
Balls get dropped during the transition 
from one project owner, e.g. an R&D 
lab to a Business Unit

Insufficient clarity in pathway definitions and ownership combined with a 
weak link to BU strategy results in a lack of clarity around ownership, objectives 
and resourcing

7. Underground 
tunnel

Lack of visibility into progress, project 
will fail if the sponsor leaves or moves 
into a new role

Poor governance and a lack of innovation portfolio governance allows 
individual leaders to hide and fund pet projects

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALASDAIRAt this point, we’d love to conduct a quick poll, and ask if you’ve had experience of any of these pathway patterns in your organization?You may not have seen any, you may have seen 1 or 2, or you may have seen many of them.<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Step 4: Identify the pathway-specific & systemic issues

Pathway-specific issues result from problems 
with the pathway
• Lack of customer-centricity built into 

innovation activities (e.g., Silent pathway)
• Lack of clear process for innovators to 

follow (e.g., Dark pathway)

Systemic issues result from problems with 
how pathways interact with the other system 
components
• Lack of clear innovation priorities to guide 

pathways (e.g., Road to nowhere)
• No portfolio management to fund the 

portfolio (e.g., Zombie pathway)

Can often be 
addressed by 
innovation 
leaders

Requires 
Executive 
leadership to 
address

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVE<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Step 5: Design your interventions

• Define your ultimate goal?
• Define your success metrics and KPIs

PERFORMANCE

• Align on the types of innovation you need to achieve your performance objectives?
• Define where you expect to create value through innovation?
• Agree on how your innovation priorities will advance the long-term strategy

PRIORITIES

• Define the process & activities you will use to advance ideas?
• Define the governance model you will use to make decisions stop/start projects

PATHWAYS

• Routinely gather the right data to inform decision-making
• Integrate innovation portfolio discussions into existing leadership operating model

PORTFOLIOS

• Define your desired behaviors, and develop cultural interventions to reinforce behaviors
• Identify the right tools to support your innovators

PEOPLE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAVE<TRANSITION SLIDE>
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALASDAIRThank you Dave. And thank you all for joining us. This brings us to the end of today’s webinar.It’s been our pleasure to share some of our perspectives on the topic of Innovation Pathways, and despite the fact that we had nearly a full hour, we feel like we’ve barely scratched the surface of the topic.If you found this helpful, we’ll be sending out a download link to the ebook, which contains lots of additional material on this topic. The ebook and this accompanying webinar is just ONE of a series of ebooks and webinars on the Innovation Performance System. We have been, and will continue to explore each of the four system components in separate ebooks and webinars on the topics of Innovation Priorities, Innovation Pathways and Innovation Portfolio Management. If you’re interested in a deeper dive into any of these system components, please reach out and let us know. We’d genuinely love to hear from you. If we can be helpful to you in helping your organizations, or the leaders that you work with - think about Innovation Performance, then please don’t hesitate to reach out. You’ll see our contact information on the next page, and we’ll leave it there while Dave navigates us through the Q&A. Dave – over to you.
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QUESTIONS

dduncan@innosight.com atrotter@innosight.com

Alasdair Trotter
Innosight
Partner

David S. Duncan
Innosight

Senior Partner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALASDAIR At this time, we’d like to open up the webinar to questions. Please use the Q&A function in ZOOM to submit your questions. We’ll keep answering questions until we run out of time.Dave – what are people asking?
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